Trivia / Final Exam Preview Contest

When: Wednesday March 27 (for Alphas) at 14:00
Thursday March 28 (for Alphas) at 12:00
Thursday March 28 (for Bravos & Deltas) at 14:00

Where: Dining Hall

What: A contest of general knowledge, vocabulary words, and content from your text books

Who: Catherine Riedesel, Ian Collins & Paul Tuke will be your hosts. YOU will be the contestants.

Why: It will be fun – and maybe funny – and will cover some material in your text books.

Winners and participants will receive (not really) valuable prizes

Where did Samba dancing originate??

When in Rome. . .

TAGALOG IS SPOKEN IN WHAT COUNTRY??

Machu Pichu is located in what country?

Ban Ki-Moon is the head of what organization?

I was raised or ___ in a small town.

What’s the past participle of FIGHT?

In what city was Marco Polo born?

To walk quietly is to T _____.
(6 letters)

A group of birds is called a ________.